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Abstract
This study aims to analyze the social representations elaborated by diabetic’s people on diabetes mellitus and your treatment. The sample was composed of 80 participants with ages between 21 and 83 years old (M= 55.92, SD = 12.06), who answered to a sociodemographic questionnaire and the Word Association Test. The data were submitted to SPSS - 19.0 and Tri-deux-mots software and analyzed using descriptive statistics and factorial correspondence analysis. The results showed that the psychosocial knowledge construction of diabetes doesn’t differ from scientific knowledge, while chronic disease, related to blood sugar problems, mood swing and life danger. The treatment, emerged associated as a food control, adherence and follow medical guidelines. It is hoped, that these results will contribute to enlarge the this disease visibility and with the therapeutic practices development in the context of diabetes, targeting both the physical and emotional aspects.
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Introduction
Ever since the discovery of diabetes, a large number of researches have been carried out in several areas of knowledge, especially in the field of health (Stuhler, 2012; Biasi, 2011). Nowadays, it is a disease of great impact, as it is considered a public health problem for both emerging countries, and more developed ones. This comes about from its high prevalence and disabling complications that compromise productivity, quality of life and survival of people; also involving high costs due to its treatment (Stuhler, 2012).

Diabetes Mellitus (DM) is a chronic disorder, brought on by the absolute or relative deficiency in the secretion and/or action of insulin; which provokes in the organism the accumulation of glucose (sugar) in the bloodstream. The main reasons that contribute for its inception are associated with heredity/genetics, environment, sedentariness, inappropriate eating habits and obesity (International Diabetes Federation - IDF, 2015).
The disease arises and progresses silently, comprising a heterogeneous set of metabolic dysfunctions associated with complications and failure of several organs; which more specifically affects the systems: ophthalmic, renal, neurological and cardiovascular (Rodriguez, Meneses, Toboso, & Moreno, 2012; Brasil, 2006).

When it comes to psychosocial aspects, literature states that the social and professional spheres are also compromised. According to Barsaglini and Canesqui (2010), diabetic people feel uncomfortable when they need to participate in festivities, as the food that is appreciated and shared during these moments is caloric and sugar-filled. In summary, nourishment is the aspect that is most impacted in a diabetic person’s life, as the comprehension on how hunger must be sated is developed based on cultural, social, economic and historical ideas. Eating is a basic necessity of the human being, but it is also a social act. How much, what, when, how, where and with whom you eat, as well as the prescriptions and proscriptions for food; are all determined by culture (Ribas, Santos, & Zanetti, 2011).

Moving onto the professional sphere, a study carried out by Silva (2012) stated that the presence of diabetes affects productivity and participation in the market, regardless of sex, making it so that these people reach lower yields compared to those who are healthy. Therefore, diabetes is a complicated and painful affliction that interferes in the lifestyle of the patient and their relatives, permeated by difficulties in living through routines and habits (Leal, Fialho, Dias, Nascimento, & Arruda, 2012).

According to more recent estimates by International Diabetes Federation, there are approximately 415 million people in the world who have diabetes; it appears on the list of the five chronic non-contagious diseases with the highest mortality rate (IDF, 2015). In Brazil, about 14,3 million people carry the ailment and there are 500 new cases every day, thus, it is estimated that 50% of the population who have DM type 2 do not know about the diagnosis, only realizing so after complications start surfacing (Brasil, 2013).

According to the Brazilian Diabetes Association (BDA), knowledge surrounding the number of diabetic Brazilians is of utmost importance to comprehend the current situation of the population and, moreover, to plan the future, aiming to prevent new cases from coming about, as, although much has been attained when it comes to the pharmacological treatment, the degree of control over the disease still falls short compared to the optimal one (BDA, 2015). Therefore, it is imperative that studies be carried out aiming the prevention of this affliction, focusing not only on the pharmacological treatment, but also, simultaneously, on complementing the dietary reeducation and continuous physical activities.

It is also worth mentioning that the main goal of the treatment is to attain glucose control, the recommendation being up to 110 mg/dL fasting and around 150 mg/dL two hours after eating; according to BDA (BDA, 2015). Thus, treatment is anchored along with non-medicated and medicated measures. The former ones comprise the food plan where the diabetic individuals know the types of food, the amount and frequency that must be consumed, as well as the regularity of the physical activities. Not only that, it is essential that the patients go through an educational program that will allow greater knowledge acquirement focused on self-care and handling the disease.

Attaining these abilities is considered an effective strategy to strengthen motivation to continue the food plan, increase in the physical activities, self-care relating to the feet, regular execution of the capillary blood glucose test at home, prevention of episodes of hypoglycemia and chronic complications, as well as the care in special situations (Landim, Zanetti, Santos, Andrade, & Teixeira, 2011).

Regarding the medicated measures, they aim to control sugar levels in the bloodstream avoiding spikes of hypoglycemia or hyperglycemia, they are indicated for patients who could not do so through non-medicated paths. Included here are drugs and insulin. In summary, treatment for diabetes must be embedded into the threefold that consists of drugs, nourishment and continuous practice of physical activities. According to Costa and Coutinho (2016), it is possible to verify that diabetic people are responsible for a well-maintained treatment, keeping in mind the consequences of the ailment.

Also, knowing the conception people who suffer from diabetes have about the disease and its treatment may contribute for a greater visibility of the phenomenon and, thus, for how to behave in face of it. To achieve such goals, for this study, it was utilized a theoretical contribution of Social Representations (SR), since studying the phenomenon of diabetes mellitus like this allows the construction of a practical knowledge socially elaborated and shared with a common group, who corroborates to the construction of a reality similar to a social ensemble (Jodelet, 2011).
According to Moscovici (2012), social representations must be viewed as a specific way to comprehend and communicate what we already know. They occupy, effectively, a curious position, somewhere among concepts, that have as their goal to abstract any sense from the world to insert it in order and perception; which will end up reproducing the world in a more meaningful way (p.46).

Accordingly, identifying social representations from the participants who have diabetes mellitus will allow the comprehension of how these individuals interpret or explain this new life, including their thoughts, feelings, conduct and future expectations in face of the disease. According to Moscovici (1978), from a tridimensional perspective, SR take into account three basic dimensions: information, field of representation or image and attitude.

“Information” or “Conceptual dimension” refers to organization and amount of knowledge that a certain group to which one belongs (diabetic patients) has about the affliction (diabetes); which are disseminated through conversations and by the media (Moscovici, 2012; Sá, 1998). “Field of representation or image” emerges from a dynamic introduction, unifying internal conflicts and, also, namely, the ones that emerge from perceptions and concepts. The role attributed to the image selects a title, instead of SR, which works as metonymy to a model that comprises the other dimensions; information and attitude, from which subjects can be differentiated, be them individuals or groups that produce them (Jesuíno, 2013). About the third dimension, “attitude” refers to the individual’s global orientation or group to which they belong in accordance to the object of the SR; thus, people might have a favorable or unfavorable opinion about the new element to be classified and named (Moscovici, 1978).

From a psychosocial perspective, studies that cover different ways to identify SR are observed inside a diabetic context, for instance, the SR from basic health care were studied by Amorim, Ramos, Brito and Gazzinelli (2014), as well as the relationship of the process for health and disease that were identified by the authors LeClair, Marquis, Villalon and Strychar (2009) and Péres, Franco, Santos and Zanetti (2008). Others, in their own time, developed researches focused on the treatment, as it was the case for Stuhler (2012), and about the nutritional orientations analyzed by Biasi (2011), Ribas, et al. (2011), Barsaglini and Canesqui (2010). Besides, Mantovani, Fegonesi, Pelai, Saviane Pagotto (2013) and Coelho, Silva and Padilha (2009) comprehended SR regarding the diabetic foot, the same way that other authors studied the service provided by health professionals and about family support noticed during treatment (Ribas, Santos, Zanetti, & Zanetti, 2013; Santos et al., 2011).

Even with the aforementioned studies, available literature anchored in a psycho-sociological approach on diabetes and elaborated by people with the disease is scarce, being more frequent in Nursing and Anthropology, with little to no emphasis on Psychology (Ribas et al., 2013; Stuhler, 2012).

In such a way, it is necessary to develop studies that cover what this ailment represents to men and society as a whole, as well as to identify possibilities to change concepts and attitudes related to it; which justifies the construction of new researches that focus on comprehension and elaboration of a process of social construction for people who have diabetes. So, this article has as its objective to analyse social representations, developed by diabetic people, about diabetes mellitus, using semantic fields that come from the evocation to inducting stimuli: diabetes, treatment and one’s own self.

Method

Type of study

This is a research from a descriptive field that has a transversal nature, having qualitative and quantitative characteristics, subsidized on a psycho-sociological approach.

Participants

This study is presented with a probabilistic-type sampling, for convenience and snowball. It was adopted as inclusive criteria: (i) being of the age of 18 years old or over and (ii) having the diagnostic of DM. The sampling was constituted of 80 participants, ages varying between 21 and 83 years old (A = 55,92; SD = 12,06).

Among the interviewed, the majority (81%) was female, 55% married, 55% finished middle school and 31% high school, 62% catholic, those who plied different kinds of trades were 55% (e.g. teachers, maids, vendors and nursing technicians), 82% with an income up to minimal wage. The time since diagnosis varied from 1 to 36 years (A = 10,51; SD = 8,5), where the majority, (60%) from 1 to 10 years and 30% from 11 to 20 years, the rest had over 21 years since diagnosis. DM type 2 was the most prevalent, adding up to 95% of the
participants, although 57% of them affirmed they did not make use of insulin.

Instruments

To obtain the data, a biosocial-demographic questionnaire was utilized along with a Word Association Test (WAT). The former was used aiming to obtain information such as age, sex and marital status, time being treated, use of insulin, and others, making up the characteristic profile of the sample.

WAT was used having as inducting stimuli: “diabetes”, “treatment” and “one’s own self”. This instrument is a projective technique and does not have psychometric properties, being originally developed by Jung in the beginning of the 20th century to be clinically utilized; which was later adapted by Giácomo, in 1981, as a research tool in Social Psychology. Currently, WAT is widely utilized, mainly when working for the theoretical contributions of SR; which allows the highlight of semantic universes that reflect on the regular universes of words in face of different stimuli and subjects or groups, allowing the identification of latent elements that would be masked in discursive productions (Coutinho & Do Bú, 2017).

Ethical procedure

The research was approved by the Committee of Ethics in Research of the Universidade Federal da Paraíba, under the protocol n. 914.880 and CAAE (Certificate of Presentation for Ethical Appreciation) n. 33087214.6.0000.5188. For its execution, all ethical conditions were respected; they were established by the Commission of Health National Council, created by Resolution 466/2012 and constitution designed by Resolution 246/97.

Procedure and Data analysis

Regarding the procedure for data collection, it is highlighted that the research was carried out in clinics that offered medical assistance for diabetic individuals, thus, after consent, patients were approached both while waiting for their medical consultation, and in other convenient places and times for them. Initially, each patient signed an Informed Consent Form and, subsequently, the instrument administration was performed, abiding by the following order: first, WAT; then, biosocial-demographic questionnaire. The instruments were applied individually and orally, being read by researchers. The average time for application was 25 minutes.

Data that originated from the biosocial-demographic questionnaire were processed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS – 19.0) and were analysed according to descriptive statistics (average, standard deviation and frequencies). Data coming from WAT were implemented using the software Tri-Deux-Mots (version 2.2) though, following the standard procedure; which consists of five stages: IMPMOT (generation of the dictionary and the absolute frequency of words), TABMOT (making of data tabulation), ECAPEM (crossover between fixed and opinion variables, resulting in how each modality will cooperate to construct the factor), ANECAR (generation of the file that bears the greatest contributions to construct the graph, in which position they are found on the factorial plan and how they are articulated in accordance to the inclusion and exclusion relating to the qui-square calculation) and PLANFA (production of the graph with the coordinates and the factors). Afterwards, data were analysed by Correspondence Factor Analysis (CFA). Attention must be drawn to this procedure’s methodological importance, as it allows graphical representation of approximation and divergence among the fixed variables: sex, marital status, insulin use and time until diagnosis; and the opinion variables on the inducting stimuli: diabetes, treatment and one’s own self (Coutinho & Do Bú, 2017).

Results and Discussion

The results of the 792 words that came from WAT, after processing by Tri-Deux-Mots, pointed to 264 different words and, among these, 66 were used to construct the factorial plan. According to the relative distribution of each word in the factorial space, the explanatory power was of 52.0% (total variance), that was distributed to F1 (29.7%) and F2 (22.3%) (Figure 1), thus showing statistical parameters that have internal consistency and reliability, considering researches carried out for the RS (Coutinho & Do Bú, 2017).

For Factor 1 (F1), horizontal line in bold, from the factorial plan, the constructions regarding sex were observed. On the left side, evocations from the women relating to their first inducting stimulus, “diabetes”, can be found. For them, “disease” and “being ill” were represented in an indistinguishable way, the former being addressed by the word “foot”; the latter, by the elements “not eating what one likes” and “sad”, anchored in the physiological, nutritional and psycho-affective spheres, respectively.
As observed, the female participants of the study supposedly showed relative preoccupation with the health and appearance of their lower limbs. It is inferred that this group represented the foot as a warning sign for the diabetic person, as it may facilitate circulatory alterations, infections and ulcers. These results are in conformity with literature; which preconizes that negligence regarding this specific part of the body might lead to a macro-vascular complication that causes the destruction of the feet’s deep tissues, linked to neurological abnormalities and amputation for more severe instances of the disease (Parisi, 2015). For the studies developed by Mantovani et al. (2013) and Coelho et al. (2009), it was noted that the affliction might propel the subjects to preventive attitudes in the sense of life preservation, as well as a feeling of guilt when being negligent in not caring for their health.

Regarding the second indication, “not eating what one likes”, it is observed that the nutritional matter is an essential factor for the new lifestyle. However, change in food education goes through some hindrances, as is the case for habits acquired and cemented throughout their lives, lack of support from their families, the belief that satiation is connected to how much and not how well they eat, among others. These limitations that come about because of the ailment and its treatment

Factor 1 (F1), in bold, is located on the horizontal axis on the right and on the left. Factor 2 (F2), in italics, is located on the upper and lower vertical axis. Fixed variables: Sex and time of diagnosis. Inducing stimuli: 1 = diabetes; 2 = treatment and 3 = one’s own self.

Figure 1. Correspondence Factorial Plan of the SR on diabetes.
minimize the options for different dietary styles; this is also true for other factors that involve the treatment, such as glucose control, insulin use and routine use of several medications.

These results harmonize with literature on the subject when it states that poor food habits are risk factors to contract diabetes, and they are also the main villains after the settlement of the affliction (Rodríguez et al., 2012; Simões, 2012).

Moving onto the third indication, “sad”, it probably comes from receiving the diagnosis which leads to emotional frailty, as it is a chronic disease that requires continuous treatment. Studies carried out by Costa and Coutinho (2016) and Ferreira, Daher, Teixeira and Rocha (2013) also confirm emotional repercussions in diabetic patients linked to sadness, depression, crying, suffering, desolation, insecurity; all of which may interfere directly in living with the disease. It is suggested that the carriers of this syndrome have psychotherapeutic assistance; which contributes to better acceptance of the affliction and administration of the therapeutic itinerary.

In general, it can be said that the representational field (not eating what one likes, caring for the feet and feeling sad) built by the participants of the study was similar to the scientific knowledge. This construction is probably true due to the tridimensionality of RS; which are connected to “information” or “conceptual dimension” which a certain group to which one belongs (diabetic women) has about the disease, be it by the conversations and/or the means of communication that are present in daily life. The construction also points to “field of representation” or “image” as a unifier of internal conflicts, being inferred the positioning of “attitudes” when dealing with the disease as well.

Moving onto the stimulus “treatment”, no evocations were observed in the factorial plan; which is probably due to the fact that there is little occurrence of it, according to the records of the subprogram ANECAR (Tri-Denço-Mots). Regarding the inducting stimulus “one’s own self”, the participants described themselves as people who “like to help”, “sad and joyful”, making up a semantic field anchored in social and psycho-affective categories. The first expression demonstrates that the fact that they are carriers of diabetes does not impede them from helping others; although the elements sad/joyful point to a possible unbalanced emotional state with which people with diabetes live.

Still about F1, on the right side, there is the semantic field made up by the male participants. To them, “diabetes” was characterized as “blood problem”, “sugar”, “danger” and “problems”, anchored in biomedicine, nutrition and psycho-sociality.

It is observed that these participants backed up their knowledge on diabetes with scientific information, when they associate it with blood problems, change in sugar levels, having as the main symptoms physiological manifestations, being imperative that measures be adopted for sugar monitoring in the bloodstream and insulin injection. These results are in accordance with other studies, taking Simões (2012), LeClair, Marquis, Villalon and Strychar (2009) and Torres-López et al. (2005) as examples.

The second inducting stimulus, “treatment”, was characterized by the elements “life”, “death” and “rules”, anchored in the bio-psychosocial sphere. As it was observed, the two first associations refer to an antagonistic situation (life/death) and the third one corresponds to necessary norms to fulfil treatment (ingestion of medicine, dietary re-education and physical activities). Therefore, it can be inferred that the approximation and distancing of life and death come from wanting and completing the treatment in its entirety.

Adhering to the treatment revolves around abiding to rules that were pre-established by the medical team, what is seen as ambivalent, because, as evidenced in the work of Péres et al. (2008), medication use is a resource that promotes well-being and quality of life improvement, but it is not always possible to do it properly. Insulin, as part of treatment, was considered effective due to its rapid effect and to the possibility of avoiding complications, although its use is linked to dysphoric feelings. Still about the thought of these authors, the negative representation of health services interferes in how one feels about adhering to the treatment with drugs. In other study developed by Ribas (2009) referring to the food plan, results pointed to food being identified paradoxically as something linked to desire and repulse, leading the diabetic patients to emotional wear and difficulties to achieve metabolic control.

Regarding physical activities, it is indicated to assist the diabetic treatment, as its practice leads to weight loss, improvement in sugar control, physical conditioning and improved self-esteem (Mendes, Dias, Gama, Castelo-Branco, & Themudo-Barata, 2013). However, in the study of Barsaglini (2011), physical activities were regarded as limiting due to matters such as financial
resources, time, physical limitations, old age, disbelief in their effects, lack of companionship, substitution for domestic activities and discomfort.

As for the third stimulus, “one’s own self”, men defined themselves using the following: “people who like to please” and “normal”; which are anchored in social relations. They refer to the notion that people with diabetes are considered normal beings, who like to help others; in this case, the affliction does not take from these men the perspective to see themselves as normal, as they can perform a number of activities. Similar results were found by Amorim et al. (2014), when they affirmed that changes and adaptations required by the treatment go through a process of normalization, while becoming part of the daily routine.

For the second factor (F2), vertical axis from the factorial plan, the collective thought of the participants is linked to time since diagnosis. On the upper part of the graph, evocations from the participants with a diagnosis between 1 and 10 years are present. These people did not provide enough evocations to the stimulus “diabetes”, hence the lack of observations in the factorial plan, according to records from the subprogram ANECAR (Tri-deux-Mots).

Moving onto the second inducting stimulus, “treatment”, participants from the group with diagnosis between 1 and 10 years recognized it as being “good”, demanding “care”, being submitted to “examinations” in order to have good “health”. This representational field is anchored in bio-psychosocial and behavioural categories.

These participants showed preoccupation with maintaining good health when they understood treatment as something positive, thus, such aspect propels them to adopt measures to take care and prevent complications that might come from the ailment. Rodrigues et al. (2012) add up to that saying the desire to be part of or interrupt the treatment is connected to positive or negative attitudes when in face of diabetes.

Regarding the second inducting stimulus, “one’s own self”, these participants defined themselves as people who “cannot ingest sweets”, highlighting the food restrictions that are necessary, as sugar changes glucose levels. This is also anchored in the nutritional category: it is known that excess sugar creates an unnecessary amount of energy in the organism, making it so that the pancreas produce insulin that is beyond necessary, leading to increase in weight which may cause obesity. The dimension of eating goes beyond simply ingesting food and must be seen intertwining with the biological prism. Thus, it comprises a complex system of values and meanings, encompassing its biological sociocultural, environmental, psychological and economical aspects (Barsaglini, 2011).

Other studies found that the representations of food may be filed under many meanings, such as loss of pleasure when eating and drinking, loss of self-esteem and freedom of choice for the desired food, food does not keep one up and lacks flavour, or is linked to quantity (not quality) (Ribas et al., 2011; Pêres et al., 2008).

Still for the axis F2, on the lower part of the graph, elucidations from the participants who have a diagnosis that is over 21 years are situated. For the first inducting stimulus, “diabetes”, it was linked to the elements “does not have a cure”, “control” and “suffering”, being anchored in the biomedical and psycho-affective spheres, respectively. These participants understand diabetes as a chronic disease when they report that it has no cure, requires control for the sugar levels and causes suffering. Thus, the individual must adapt to their new lifestyles, as it is necessary the introduction of therapeutic practices, change in dietary patterns, glucose control, medication injection, practice of physical activities, maintenance of blood pressure and monitoring by the multidisciplinary health team. Similar results were found by Oliveira and Vencio (2014), Tavares, Barreto, Lodetti, Guerreiro, Silva and Lessmann (2011) and Oliveira (2006).

The second inducting stimulus, “treatment”, was characterized by “doctor”, “continuous”, “control” and “obedience”, taking into account that this representational field is anchored on the biomedical sphere. It is possible to infer that the participants who have longer time since diagnosis refer to the behavior that must be adopted when facing the disease, in this case, because it is a chronic disease, connected to the need of a continuous medical treatment that requires control and obedience.

These results are in accordance with the ones from Marcelino and Carvalho (2005), when they affirm that there are cases in which it is necessary to bear in mind the importance of the control and obedience to the treatment. For these authors, it is not enough to understand the disease and its consequences, as the physical affliction also encompasses the psychological sphere, because the former comprises elements that might lay in unawareness. This assumption alludes to the RS mute zone when Abric (2003) states the existence of elements that are masked or hidden in the
representative dimensions; which, although shared by members of a group to which one belongs (diabetic patients), they rarely surface.

When it comes to the third inducting stimulus, “one’s own self”, the evocations were not enough to be present on the factorial plan, according to the registrations from the subprogram PLANFA (Tri-Detox-Mato). In general, the semantic field of social representations on diabetes and its treatment is anchored in different spheres that go from the biomedical, physical, behavioral, and social to the psycho-affective, highlighting the complexity and multiplicity of the phenomenon.

Final Considerations

This study aimed to analyse social representations drawn up by diabetic people about diabetes mellitus, its treatment and one’s own self. The findings from this research accentuated that the social representation for diabetes was built, following scientific knowledge’s example, as a chronic disease related to problems with sugar in the bloodstream, representing danger in the lives of those who suffer from the disease. Regarding the treatment, it was observed representations for awareness of the importance of adhering to it, linked to medicine ingestion and dietary control. However, no mention to the practice of physical activities was made; which is also vital to the treatment.

It was detected that female participants characterized the disease associated with food restrictions, mood swings and referral to the foot as the most worrisome limb, whereas men built representations connected with a more concrete basis when they associate diabetes with blood problems, risk of death and obedience to the rules of the treatment.

Participants, regardless of sex, with less time since diagnosis, developed their representations focusing on the positive aspects of treatment, regarding it as something good; which demands care and regular examinations in order to maintain good health. On the other hand, participants with longer time since diagnosis concentrated their representations on the negative side of the disease and its treatment, conveying the possibility that there will never be a cure, continuity and control to obey medical recommendations, leading to a life of suffering.

Analyses of the participants’ social representations from this study were of great importance in the sense that they allowed better understanding of the disease and its treatment. With that in mind, results pointed to the importance of a multidisciplinary approach, focused on psycho-sociology; which aims to tackle clarification on the causes and consequences of the affliction, as well as practices to incentive physical activities.

It is worth mentioning that the current study points as a limitation the impossibility to generalize results with other samplings, as these findings allude to a specific group of diabetic people, located in an exclusive context. It can also be pointed, as a limitation, the exclusive use of a single instrument in order to apprehend social representations. Albeit such limitations do not invalidate the previously described findings that, in general, demonstrated that, beyond physiological and social implications, the diabetic patient needs more attention regarding the psychological scope, as mood swings may interfere with treatment and lifestyle.

When it comes to applicability of this study, it is hoped that these results may pave the way for future investigations. Thus, studies that focus on the process of resiliency, quality of life and subjective wellbeing are necessary; aiming to envision how the group overcomes adversities that are spawned from its context. Not only that, but it is also relevant to point to the importance of other studies that take into consideration the apprehension to adhere to the treatment, aiming to the adoption of other strategies to control and take care of the disease.
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